### VEGETATION PRESERVATION AND PROTECTION

Authority: Fees shall be imposed as authorized in Article 14.C., Vegetation Preservation and Protection, ULDC. ALL FEES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE AND NON-TRANSFERABLE

1. **PROTECTION OF NATIVE VEGETATION APPROVAL AND PLAN REVIEW ACTIVITIES FOR MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL, AND GOVERNMENTAL:**

   a. For sites less than or equal to 10.0 acres (gross size) $680*
   b. For sites over 10.0 acres up to and including 20.0 acres (gross size) $1120*
   c. For sites over 20.0 acres up to and including 50.0 acres (gross size) $1725*
   d. For sites over 50.0 acres (gross size) $2128*
   e. Preserve Evaluation and Review/Approval of Preserve Management Plan $275
   f. Application for cash payment in lieu of establishing Natural area preserve $310
   g. Tree Preservation Area review/plan approval $125

2. **PROTECTION OF NATIVE VEGETATION APPROVAL AND PLAN REVIEW ACTIVITIES FOR AGRICULTURAL, EQUESTRIAN OR OTHER NON-RESIDENTIAL ANCILLARY USES:**

   a. For sites over 10.0 acres up to and including 20.0 acres (gross size) $780*
   b. For sites over 20.0 acres up to and including 50.0 acres (gross size) $1195*
   c. For sites over 50.0 acres (gross size) $1525*
   d. Preserve Evaluation and Review/Approval of Preserve Management Plan $310
   e. Application for cash payment in lieu of establishing natural area preserve $205
   f. Tree Preservation Area review/plan approval $125

3. **MODIFICATION:**

   a. Modification which requires review of redesigned site plan, survey, mitigation plan, or a site inspection $150
   b. Modifications which do not require review of redesigned site plan, mitigation plan or site inspection but do cause text modification of original approval (including time extensions, transfers, change of ownership, modification of Building Department Permit, attachments) $50

4. **APPLICATION FOR NATIVE ECOSYSTEM OVERLAY**

   Review of application regardless of the amount of native vegetation present $100

* Fees shown assume that 2 inspections will be required per project (an initial evaluation inspection and a post-clearing inspection). Additional inspections may be warranted due to the complexity of the project, as a result of a failed inspection, or failure of the applicant or agent to appear at a scheduled onsite meeting. Additional inspections shall be billed at $75 per inspection.